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Launching into the Fall

How have you been? If you get a second, shoot us an email as we would love to get a quick update from you! Our fall has been full
of a flurry of activity. The month of September saw us finishing our time at the international church, beginning language lessons,
and taking small steps in both the seminary and the church.
Conjugating verbs was a skill we thought we had finished with after several intensive years of language study in Hungary. God had
different plans. We are back to the books trying to remember things like direct objects and independent clauses. What is especially
ironic is that one contributing factor to Luke studying mathematics in college was to move farther away from literature and
grammar. Between learning two languages and working in theology, he is right back to struggling with grammatical rules.
However, we have been encouraged at how our time in Hungary continues to benefit us. There are many German concepts that we
find it easier to grasp because we have gone through the process of learning another language. Interestingly enough, there are even
a few words that both languages share. Unfortunately, one of our biggest challenges is keeping the two language separate - our
brains tend to mix Hungarian and German without us even being aware of what is occurring!
Speaking of Hungary, we have been pleasantly surprised to discover how many Hungarians live in Munich! In fact, the next town
over - a short bike ride away - has a Hungarian restaurant with Hungarian owners, cooks, and wait staff! We loved not only tasting
a piece of our former home, but also getting to put our Hungarian to good use! During our time at the international church, we
ran into several Hungarian Christians. Michelle made friends quickly with several of them and enjoys staying in contact! Being
familiar with the culture is very helpful in relating. Interestingly enough, one of the students we worked a lot with from our time
trying to launch a student movement in Debrecen moved to Augsburg about 4 years ago. Luke has stayed in loose contact with
Norbi and they have be talking about connecting in person as Augsburg is only about a 30 minute train ride from Munich.
We are still in the cycle of being content with waiting. We are waiting for our kitchen, waiting for legal processes to be completed,
and waiting to be able to complete our China adoption process. God continues to prove faithful and to sustain us throughout it all.
We are thankful for your prayers not only for our patience, but also for the complications that arise along the way. It is a
tremendous blessing to be able to rest in the sovereignty of God!
As we look toward the future, we see many exciting opportunities on the horizon. God has blessed us with very good neighbors
and we trust that as we continue to connect, we will continue to see more opportunities to share the gospel with them. Elijah starts
kindergarten this month and God often provides opportunities to connect with other families through our kids. Martin Bucer
(MBS), the seminary Luke will be teaching at, is seeking to achieve accreditation at an internationally recognizable level. Through
Luke's connections to Birmingham Theological Seminary (BTS), he was able to connect MBS leadership with BTS leadership to
start conversations in that direction. It turned out that the accreditation agency for BTS is one that is now positioned to accept
international institutes and they hold to the same values as MBS. In beginning this process, MBS has asked Luke to help them by
being their representative for achieving accreditation. This is a huge task, but one that offers many new opportunities!
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How do I?

While in Albania in May, Luke was approached by Andi and invited to coffee.
Albanians are very social and almost all business, friendship building, and life takes
place over a cup of coffee in one of the many coffee shops. However, it is always
especially special to be invited. During the next 2.5 hours, Luke got to learn all about
Andi and his life. Andi is a younger, single guy who works at an auto parts store. He
recently began helping some with a local EE group (Evangelism Explosion). During
this time he continued to hear about the opportunities for seminary education from
his friend Viron, who plays a significant role in the Albanian EE team.
Andi decided that beyond learning how share his faith, he wanted to also grow and
develop in his faith. As a result, this past December Andi joined the Bucer students.
In talking with Luke, one of his big questions was how do I manage my time and
balance my schedule? Andi, like all of us, has many plates he is juggling. He works
full time, he is a full time student, he volunteers with EE, he is involved in his church,
he exercises, and he has friendships he is invested in. Beyond teaching students about
the Biblical doctrines, Luke's time with MBS allows him to interact with and disciple
these students. This is especially true in Albania, where many Christians are first
generation and have no role models or examples that they can follow.
Quite interestingly, back at home, Luke found himself sitting across from another
student with the same question. How do I manage my time and balance my
schedule? Sami is one of the interns in the Munich internship program for pastors
that Luke is helping with. His first day as an intern happened to coincide with one of
our early visits to Munich and was when Luke was asked to lead the teaching for the
internship program. This year, as a part of helping the internship program, Luke
began mentoring Sami. Sami is a full time student with MBS, is involved full time in
the internship program, is just a few months past the celebration of his first
anniversary of marriage, and faces similar struggles as Andi. What a blessing to be
able to disciple and help students see the practical applications to Scripture!
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Learn German with us! The
German word for time is Zeit
which is pronounced ts-ite.

Prayer Requests:
- Pray for our adoption process
- Pray for final 1% of support
- Pray for MBS accreditation
- Pray for Elijah's start to school
- Pray for language learning

Praises:
- Praise God for good health
- Praise God for Andi and Sami
- Praise God for a smooth
residency permit process
- Praise God for opportunities!

Thank you for partnering in the
gospel! We are SO blessed by
YOU! Luke and Michelle
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